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Abstract
The main purpose of this paper is to show how a simple (mediumscale) empirical stock-flow consistent dynamic model can be developed
from scratch. Eurostat data and conventional statistical packages (notably EViews, Excel and R) are used. On the theoretical side, the
work builds upon the pioneering work by Godley and Lavoie (2006)[5].
Sectoral transaction flows and balance sheets are explicitly modelled
and their evolution over non-ergodic time under diﬀerent scenarios is
analysed. The model also draws upon the applied work by Burgess
et al. (2016)[2]. The case of Italy is considered, but the model can
be replicated for other countries. Eurostat annual data (from 1995 to
2016) are used to estimate or calibrate most of model parameter values
(e.g. consumption function and housing investment parameters). Remaining parameters are borrowed from the available literature or taken
from a range of realistic values (e.g. weight on past errors in agents’
expectations). The model is then used to impose and compare alternative scenarios for Italian sectoral financial balances, based on diﬀerent
shocks to government spending.
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1

Introduction

The main purpose of this paper is pedagogical. It is aimed at showing how a
simple (medium-scale) empirical stock-flow consistent macroeconometric model
can be developed from scratch. Eurostat data and conventional statistical
packages (notably EViews, Excel and R) are used to implement a theoryconstrained but data-driven modelling method. The key features of the model
are as follows. First, the model belongs to the class of ‘stock flow consistent’
models (SFCMs hereafter), as it is inspired by the pioneering theoretical work
by Godley and Lavoie (2006)[5].1 Second, it is an ‘empirical macroeconometric’
model, as its structure is developed building upon macroeconomic principles
and available time series for macro variables, rather than Classical microeconomics’ first principles. As such, the model developed here shows a clear
resemblance with a recent work released by the Bank of England (Burgess et
al. 2016)[2].
Another distinctive feature of the model is that no dynamic optimisation
technique is used to create the system of macroeconomic equations. For it
is recognised that a financially-sophisticated country should be regarded as
a complex monetary economy of production. Its emerging behaviour can be
hardly traced back to the choices made by an individual representative agent in
a Saturday evening’s ‘village fair’. As a result, its system-wide dynamics should
be analysed either through a heterogeneous interacting agents micro-founded
model or through a macro-monetary accounting approach. The second method
is chosen here. Accordingly, the sectoral transaction flows and balance sheets
of the economy are explicitly modelled. Their evolution over non-ergodic time
under diﬀerent scenarios is analysed. Available time series for Italy are used,
but the model can be replicated for other countries. More precisely, Eurostat
annual data (from 1995 to 2016) are employed to estimate or calibrate most of
model parameter values (e.g. consumption function and housing investment
parameters). Remaining parameters are borrowed from the available literature
or taken from a range of realistic values (e.g. weight on past errors in agents’
expectations). The model is then run to impose and compare alternative
scenarios for Italy’s sectoral financial balances, based on diﬀerent government
spending patterns.
To sum up, the aim of the paper is to show how to develop a structural
macroeconometric model that enables to account consistently for the evolution
of financial stocks and flows across sectors (households, non-financial corporations, government, financial institutions, and foreign sector). For this purpose,
the rest of the work is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed
description of the method used to re-classify and aggregate Eurostat data,
and create sectoral balance-sheets and the transactions-flow matrix. Section
3 presents the theoretical model, equation by equation, highlighting advantages and possible controversies. Estimation of model parameters and how to
1

See Nikiforos and Zezza (2017)[8] for a recent survey on stock-flow consistent approach
literature.
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forecast relevant time series are briefly discussed. A few tips about software
technicalities are also given. Section 4 presents some simple dynamic comparative exercises. More precisely, diﬀerent hypothetical (future) scenarios are
imposed and compared to test the reaction of key endogenous macroeconomic
variables following shocks to government spending. Some further remarks on
pros, cons and possible future developments of the model are made in Section
5.

2

Reclassification of Eurostat entries

The research question this paper aims at addressing is not ‘theoretical’, but a
quite practical one. Since the publication of Monetary Economics by Wynne
Godley and Marc Lavoie in 2006, a growing army of early-career researchers,
‘dissenting’ economists and practitioners have been using SFCMs to perform
a variety of dynamic simulation exercises. The widespread availability of statistical software, along with the high flexibility of SFCMs, have contributed
to their increasing popularity among PhD students as well. SFCMs have been
also cross-bred with input-output and agent-based modelling approaches, giving rise to super-models whose potential is yet to be fully discovered. While
qualitative findings from SFCMs are usually obtained through numerical simulation techniques, only a few empirically-calibrated SFCMs have been developed so far.2 The reason is likely to be the absence of a well-established
method to match the standard theoretical framework used by SFC modellers
with the System of National Accounts (SNA).3 Attributing values to model
parameters and exogenous variables is also not trivial. The aim of this paper is to help bridge this gap. For this purpose, the model discussed here is
built upon Eurostat data. There are three reasons for that. First, Eurostat
series are freely accessible on-line and can be downloaded through a specific R
package named pdfetch. Second, Eurostat dataset is uniform across countries,
allowing for clear and consistent cross-country comparisons. Third, a useful
reclassification of Eurostat entries has been proposed by Godin (2016)[4]. This
works draws strongly on that reclassification.
As mentioned, the first step to be taken is to match the transaction-flow
matrix (TFM hereafter) to the chosen country’s national accounting provided
by Eurostat. The full TFM for Italy (at current prices) is shown in Figure
1, which displays the Excel sheet used to take a snapshot of payments and
other transactions across sectors in 2015. The related balance sheet (BS) is
displayed in Figure 4. Focusing on Figure 1, one feature and three possible
issues are apparent. First, five macro-sectors are considered: a) the household
sector, marked by the subscript H in the model, including both households
(named S14 in Eurostat classification) and non-profit firms serving households
2

The reader is referred again to the complete survey by Nikiforos and Zezza (2017)[8].
The SNA is the internationally agreed set of recommendations to be adopted by national
accounting oﬃces. The SNA suggests the methods to build consistent transactions-flow
matrices, flow of funds, and balance sheets for real economies. For detailed information, see
https://unstats.un.org/unsd/nationalaccount/sna.asp.
3
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(S15); b) the firms’ sector, marked by the subscript F in the model, including
all non-financial corporations (S11); c) the government sector, marked by the
subscript G in the model, including both central and local governments (S13);
d) the financial sector, marked by the subscript B in the model, including both
commercial banks and other financial institutions (S12); e) the foreign sector,
marked by the subscript RoW in the model, including rest of the world’s stocks
and flows (S2, as opposed to total domestic economy, S1). Second, the central
bank is implicitly consolidated with the rest of the banking and financial sector.
This simplification should be addressed in a more advanced SFC model for Italy
and/or other Euro Area’s member-states. The point is that the Bank of Italy
does not operate like a ‘normal’ central bank issuing its own currency. On
the contrary, this is a special privilege of the European Central Bank (ECB).
Third, lines 6 to 9 of the full TFM do not sum up to zero. The fact is that
there is no information about ‘who pays whom’, that is, about cross-sector
transactions, in the Eurostat basic dataset. Consequently, an assumption must
be made about the way output is produced and distributed. Fourth, TFM’s
entries are numerous and ‘dense’. This makes the task of identifying model’s
identities from columns and multiple-entry rows quite complicated.4 These
entries should be reduced to avoid dealing with an excessive number of variables
and equations when developing the model.
To address the last two issues, the full TFM can be narrowed down in two
steps. First, it can be assumed that everything is produced by non-financial
corporations upon request of other sectors. Strong though it may seem, this
assumption allows meeting the stock-flow consistency conditions for production entries in a simple way, so that each row total amounts to zero. Figure
2 shows the reduced TFM, where some rows have been consolidated. Second,
the TFM can be further simplified by merging together some entries (rows).
In this paper it was chosen to merge all tax entries (except for the subsidies
on products, which must be kept separated to calculate each sector’s and total
GDPs), all transfers (including subsidies, benefits and other transfers from the
government sector), and other heterogeneous entries (labelled ‘adjustment in
funds’). Figure 3 displays the super-simplified TFM that provides the accounting structure the theoretical model presented in Section 3 is built upon. Notice
that, unlike the TFM, the BS does not need a deep reclassification. For the
sake of simplicity, insurance technical reserves, derivatives and other accounts
were grouped together and named ‘other financial assets’ in the model. Currency and deposits were also merged, so that the amended or reclassified BS is
made up of four types of assets/liabilities: produced non-financial assets (including dwellings), currency and deposits, securities, loans, shares, and other
financial assets (see Figure 4).
4

See Dafermos and Nikolaidi (2017)[3] for a short but clear description of the steps in
developing a SFCM.
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Developing the model

3.1

The system of diﬀerence equations

3.1.1 Key features and assumptions
The one proposed here is a discrete-time, medium-scale, dynamic macroeconometric model, based on both theoretical principles and data availability. It will
be referred as a ESSFC (EuroStat-based Stock-Flow Consistent model) hereafter. The position occupied by EESFC along the Pagan (2003)[9] frontier of
models is displayed in Figure 5. It shows the trade-oﬀ between theoretical and
empirical coherence that macro modellers usually face. At the two ends of
the curve are the models that have never been calibrated or estimated using
historical data (purely theoretical models) and those that have perfect fit but
have hardly any theoretical structure (purely empirical models), respectively.
Quadrant (a) shows that conventional models can be classified in Classical
DSGE, Keynesian DSGE, structural macroeconometric, structural VAR, and
VAR models, moving from the most ‘theoretical’ to the most ‘empirical’ one.
Similarly, Minsky-Goodwin non-linear models can be regarded as the most theoretical option for heterodox macroeconomists - see quadrant (b). Numerical
SFC, agent-based (AB) and super-multiplier (SM) models have also a strong
theoretical structure, but they can be bent to empirical purposes. Finally,
input-output (I-O) and policy-oriented SFC models, like the one developed by
researchers at Levy Institute, are usually preferred to both structural and nonstructural VAR models at a higher level of empirical detail. In a sense, ESSFC
is aimed at bridging the gap between numerical or theoretical SFC models
and Levy-like models. However, since the model is still being developed, it is
unlikely to be on the optimal frontier yet.
ESSFC’s main assumptions and features are listed below.
a) ESSFC aims at using and manipulating Eurostat classifications, while assuring full stock-flow consistency.
b) It is assumed that the economy is demand-led both in the short- and longrun. Total production and the employment level are determined by aggregate
demand. A production function has been added to the basic set of equations,
but it does not anchor ESSFC long-run dynamics.5 Rather, the latter is ‘tied
down’ by the accounting consistency constraints of the model.
c) Unless otherwise stated, stock and flow variables are expressed at constant
prices and national currency (Euro). More precisely, variables have been all
taken at current prices and then turned to 2010 prices. For the sake of sim5
Along with the absence of ‘representative agent’-based microfoundations, this is the
most remarkable diﬀerence with a DSGE model. The point is that the multiplicity of possible
macroeconomic equilibria is at odds with the use of an harmonic oscillator mechanism.
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plicity the GDP deflator has been used for all GDP components.6 Financial
stock variables are taken at constant prices as well. Financial assets’ prices,
the general price level (GDP deflator) and the capital deflator are then endogenously determined by the model.
d) Total gross output is assumed to be produced by non-financial firms only,
on behalf of other sectors.7
e) Distribution and hence sectoral GDPs are determined by institutional, political, social and historical factors. For the sake of simplicity, these factors
are embodied in coeﬃcients named “beta” (βj , where the subscript j denotes
the sector), which can be calculated as moving averages (see subsection 3.2).
Table 2 shows the complete key to symbols.
f ) Each sector is marked by either a portfolio investment function or a simplified financial investment rule.
g) Net stocks of financial assets and liabilities, rather than gross stocks, are
usually taken into consideration. This is a remarkable limitation that should be
addressed in a more advanced version of the model. One of the main reasons is
that portfolio choices of households are modelled according to the Tobinesque
principle. Using net financial stocks, instead of gross ones, can severely aﬀect
the relationship between return rates on assets and portfolio adjustments.
h) Since there is no available information about “who pays whom”, some simplifying hypotheses about sectoral portfolio compositions are used, based on
observation of available data.
i) In practice, all (net) dividends are paid by non-financial firms and received
by households, while almost all securities are issued by the government. Interests are paid by government and non-financial firms to banks, households and
the rest of the world.
l) Commercial banks and other financial institutions are regarded as an integrated and consolidated sector. This is not a major simplification for the
Italian system, as the financial sector is dominated by a few banks.

3.1.2 Household sector
As is known, Italian households were marked by an exceptional saving rate
up until the early 1990s. However, a plurality of economic, institutional and
political factors (including several reforms of the labour market and the pension system, the coming into force of the Maastricht Treaty, the launch of the
Euro, two major financial crises, and the beginning of the ‘austerity’ era) have
6

Clearly, a more accurate version of this model would require using a diﬀerent deflator
for each diﬀerent GDP component.
7
As a result, there is only one production function to be defined.
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aﬀected remarkably the financial situation of household sector ever since. Italian households still exhibit a high saving rate compared to other industrialised
or developed countries, but the gap has been narrowing down over time. This
has gone along with symmetrical changes in other sectoral financial balances.
In formal terms, household disposable income is made up of household
gross domestic product (meaning gross output minus intermediate consumption) plus wages minus taxes (on income, wealth, import and production) plus
net interest entries plus total transfers (including narrowly-defined transfers,
subsidies and benefits) plus annuities (including dividends and other property
incomes):
Y D = GDPH + W B − τH + IN TH + TH + AN NH

(1)

Notice that the household sector is here defined in broad terms, as it includes non-profit institutions serving households (NPISH), in addition to small
productive units or household unincorporated market enterprises (HUME)
recorded by the SNA. This is the reason the disposable income equation includes a (sectoral) gross domestic product component. The latter is assumed to
be produced materially by non-financial firms on behalf of NPISH and HUME.
As mentioned, household gross domestic product is taken as a share of total
product:
GDPH = βH · GDP
(2)
Similarly, net wages are defined as a share of total GDP:
W B = ωT · GDP

(3)

For the sake of simplicity, total taxes paid by households are defined as a share
of (past) wages:
τH = θH · W B−1
(4)
Notice that this is a simplification, as financial incomes perceived by households
should be also included in their total taxable income.
Total transfers to households are also defined as a share of wages.8 The
net interest received by households equals interest revenues net of interest
payments:
IN TH = IN THRECV − IN THP AID
(5)
The total interest received by households is defined as a linear function of
interests earned on bank deposits, incomes from bonds, and other financial
instruments. Similarly, the total interest paid by households is the summation
of interest payments on mortgages and other payments on loans.9
8

This is another simplification that should be addressed in a more accurate version of
the model, as some transfers are discretionary and can hardly be linked with wages.
9
See Appendix A, Section I, for the specific form of household equations. Notice that,
since interest rate on bank deposits is null, the related interest payment has been dropped
RECV
from IN TH
.
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In the SFC literature, household consumption is usually defined as a function of (expected) disposable income and wealth. An autonomous (or shock)
component and a smoothing (or inertial) one have been also considered here,
so that:
CH = c0 + c1 · E(Y D) + c2 · N WH,−1 + c3 · CH,−1

(6)

where Y D is household disposable income, E(·) stands for ‘expected value’,
and N WH is households’ net wealth. As usual, c1 and c2 are the propensities to
consume out of income and wealth, respectively, whereas c0 and c3 account for
stochastic shocks and inertial consumption habits, respectively.10 Capital gains
(or losses) are not included explicitly, but they aﬀect consumption through
households’ net wealth (see subsection 4.1).
Notice that adaptive expectations are assumed, meaning that E(x) =
x−1 + υ · (E(x−1 ) − x−1 ), with 0 ≤ υ ≤ 1. Accordingly, expected household
disposable income is:
(
)
E(Y D) = Y D−1 + υ · E(Y D−1 ) − Y D−1
Net wealth is the summation of dwellings, currency & deposits, shares & equity,
securities and other financial assets held by households, minus the stock of
mortgage debt:
N WH = HOU SEH + DH + VH + BH + OF INH − LH

(7)

Household financial assets holdings are:
N F WH = N WH − HOU SEH + LH

(8)

Household non-financial assets holdings, meaning dwellings, equal past period
housing stock (net of depreciation rate) plus new housing investment:
1
2
HOU SEH = (1 − δH
) · HOU SEH,−1 + (1 − δH
) · IN VH

(9)

1
where δH
is the depreciation rate of housing capital, IN VH is total investment
2
undertaken by household, and δH
is the (small) share of household investment
not devoted to housing.

Portfolio allocation by households is modelled based on Brainard and Tobin
(1968)[1] and Godley and Lavoie (2006)[5]. For the sake of simplicity, it is
assumed that all shares are marked by the same average return rate. Total net
equity & shares (stock) held by households is:
H
H
VH = λH
1,0 · E(N F WH ) + λ1,1 · E(N F WH ) · E(rV ) + λ1,2 · E(Y DH )+

+ λH
1,3 · E(N F WH ) · E(rBA )
10

For the sake of simplicity, the impact of social or class status on propensity to consume
is assumed away. Notice that a simple way to account (partially) for it would be to split
net wealth into its own components and allow for diﬀerent consumption coeﬃcients, because
portfolio compositions are likely to be quite diverse across diﬀerent groups of population.
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where λH
1,j coeﬃcients (with j = 0, 1, 2, 3) define the proportion of net financial
wealth households wish to hold in form of equity & shares, based on their
expected return rate, securities’ interest rates and liquidity needs.11 Notice
that rV is the (average) return rate on equity & shares, and rBA is the (average)
return rate on securities. The latter is defined by equation (43), whereas the
former can be calculated as a function of the market price of shares:
rV = v1 · rV,−1 + v2 ·

∆pV
pV,−1

Equation above states that the return rate on Italian equity & shares grows
as their market value grows, where the causality runs from price to return
rate. For the sake of simplicity, dividend payments have been assumed away.
However expected dividends influence the return rate through changes in the
unit price. The real volume of equity & shares and their price are defined by
equations (37) and (38), respectively, and are further discussed below. Notice
that, while this formulation is used to simulate future scenarios, rv was taken
as an exogenous variable when the model was run on historical values.
Rearranging VH equation, household portfolio decisions about shares &
equity can be expressed by the ratio below:
VH
E(Y DH )
H
H
= λH
+ λH
1,0 + λ1,1 · E(rV ) + λ1,2 ·
1,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WH )
E(N F WH )

(10)

Similarly, the ratio of household demand for securities to net financial wealth
is:
BH
E(Y DH )
H
H
= λH
+ λH
2,0 + λ2,1 · E(rV ) + λ2,2 ·
2,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WH )
E(N F WH )

(11)

12
where λH
2,j parameters define households’ target or desired bonds’ holdings.

Bank deposits and cash held by households are:
DH
E(Y DH )
H
H
= λH
+ λH
3,0 + λ3,1 · E(rV ) + λ3,2 ·
3,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WH )
E(N F WH )

(12)

where λH
3,j parameters embody households’ preference for liquidity.
Figure 4 shows that households hold other financial assets in addition to
shares, securities and deposits. For the sake of simplicity, these assets are
assumed to bear no interest rate. Their value can be defined residually, using
the well-known adding-up constraints (Godley and Lavoie 2006)[5]:
11

It is assumed that bank deposits bear no interest rate. Consequently, deposits (and
cash) are mainly demanded for transaction (and hoarding) motives, ‘proxied’ by households’
disposable income level.
12
Notice that portfolio equations should be specified in terms of gross wealth, rather than
net wealth, because the former may well be negative. For the sake of simplicity, this possible
issue is ignored hereafter.
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OF INH
E(Y DH )
H
H
= λH
+ λH
4,0 + λ4,1 · E(rV ) + λ4,2 ·
4,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WH )
E(N F WH )

(13)

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
where: λH
4,0 = 1 − (λ1,0 + λ2,0 + λ3,0 ) and λ4,j = −(λ1,j + λ2,j + λ3,j ), for
j = 1, 2, 3.

Turning to liabilities, new loans (mortgages) to households are modelled as
a function of household disposable income, their own stock of dwellings, and
housing investment:
LH = LH,−1 + ϕ1 · Y D−1 + ϕ2 · HOU SEH,−1 + ϕ3 · IN VH,−1

(14)

Investment is undertaken by households mainly for housing purposes. So,
it can be defined as a function of several variables, including past housing
investment, household mortgages, the stock of dwellings, household disposable
income, and the expected growth rate in property income:
IN VH = ϑ1 · IN VH,−1 + ϑ2 · LH,−1 + ϑ3 · HOU SEH,−1 +
+ ϑ4 · Y DH,−1 + ϑ5 · E(rH )

(15)

where the property income growth rate is simply defined as:
rH =

∆P ROPH
P ROPH,−1

(16)

A slightly more accurate modellisation of housing market is provided in the
Appendix B.
It is now possible to calculate the net borrowing by households, which
can be defined as their own consumption and investment spending (net of
changes in ‘funds’) in excess of disposable income. Net lending by households
is therefore:
N LH = Y D + N F U N DSH − CON SH − IN VH

(17)

where N F U N DSH is a quite heterogeneous entry including adjustment in
pension funds, capital transfers and non-produced non-financial products (see
figures 1 to 3). For the sake of simplicity, it is regarded as a linear function of
(lagged) disposable income.

3.1.3 Non-financial corporations
While facing a long-standing crisis since the mid-1990s or even earlier,13 Italy
is still the second biggest manufacturing economy in the European Union.
Around a quarter of Italian GDP is still attributed to (manufacturing) industry.
13

The last three decades have witnessed an apparent stagnation in labour productivity,
with Italy losing its central position in the global value chain.
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Eurostat defines GDP as gross output, Y , minus intermediate consumption, CON SIN T , plus taxes on products net of subsidies, τPN ET (see Figure 1).
In formulas:
GDP = Y − CON SIN T + τPN ET
(18)
As mentioned, it is assumed that non-financial corporations (NFCs) produce all
output on the behalf of other sectors. However, the amount of GDP associated
with NFCs is just a share of total GDP:
GDPF = βF · GDP

(19)

where βF is a parameter depending on several institutional, political and historical factors.
The total stock of fixed capital grows at a rate gK :
K = K−1 · (1 + gK )

(20)

Total investment must also cover capital depreciation:
IN V = K−1 · (gK + δK )

(21)

where δK is the capital depreciation rate.
The growth rate of capital is defined as a function of the expected capital
utilisation rate (proxied by the output to capital ratio), the expected profit
rate, the risk-free interest rate, and the cost of financing:14
(

Y
gK = γY + γU · E
K

)

(

ΠF
+ γΠ · E
K

)
− γZ · E(rZ ) − γR · E(rL,F )

(22)

where ΠF is NFC profit net of taxes.15
While it is assumed that investment decisions are made by firms, only a
portion of them (although a big one) must be directly attributed to the NFC
sector. For the sake of simplicity, narrowly-defined NFC investment (including
inventories) is defined as a share of total investment:
IN VF = δF · IN V

(23)

where δF is the ratio of NFC investment to total investment.
Data show that deposits held by Italian non-financial corporations have
been growing faster than GDP in the last decades. This is a relatively recent
phenomenon and is likely to be linked with the ‘financialisation’ of the Italian
14

More precisely, gK is aﬀected by both the risk-free interest rate and the actual rate on
loans. Alternatively, it can be modelled as a function of the risk premium only. Furthermore,
the risk-free interest rate can be replaced with the ECB policy rate.
15
Actual values, rather than forecast values, are used up until 2011 when running the
model on historical values.
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productive sector and the need for liquid assets. Accordingly, deposits held by
firms are defined as:
DF = (1 + ηF ) · DF,−1 ·

GDP
GDP−1

(24)

where ηF allows accounting for the extra growth rate of bank deposits.
Aggregate demand is defined as the summation of household consumption,
government spending (consumption), investment, intermediate consumption
and export, minus import and (net) taxes:
YAD = CON SH + CON SG + IN V + CON SIN T +
+ EXP − IM P − τTN ET

(25)

where τTN ET stands for total taxes on products net of subsidies (see Figure 2).
The market-clearing or equilibrium condition between aggregate supply
and aggregate demand is:
Y = YAD

(26)

Looking at the supply side, gross potential output can be defined in real
terms through a production function. A Leontief function was chosen for the
ESSFC.16 In formal terms:
Yn = min(YnL , YnK )

(27)

where YnL and YnK are defined, respectively, as:
log(YnL ) = ν0L + ν1L · log(N ) + ν2L · t
and:
log(YnK ) = ν0K + ν1K · log(K) + ν2K · t
where νiL and νiK are empirically estimated coeﬃcients (∀i = 0, 1, 2). These
coeﬃcients have been obtained regressing against output values during ‘normal
times’ only. Potential output is here defined as the level of output predicted
using a Leontief production function and based on 1996-2008 data.
Accordingly, the (real) potential growth rate of the economy is approximately:
gn = d(log(Yn ))
Notice that potential output does not determine actual output in ESSFC.
The actual production level is assumed to be only defined (constrained) by
16

This is another diﬀerence with respect to Burgess et al. (2016)[2], who assume that production and distribution are implicitly defined through a standard Cobb-Douglas production
function.
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aggregate demand. However, potential output is used as a proxy for both
demand pressure and social conflict to determine the price level of output
(GDP deflator). More precisely, output and capital deflators are set as linear
functions of several variables, including an inertial component, the wage share,
the nominal exchange rate, the output gap (for output price level, pY , only) and
the rate of utilisation of plants (for capital deflator, pK , only) (see Appendix
A, Section II).
Actual productivity of labour is also regarded as an endogenous variable of
the model. Its growth rate is assumed to depend on growth rates of autonomous
components of aggregate demand. Data show that the impact of government
spending is higher than the impact of private investment and the latter is higher
than the impact of next export. This is likely to be due to the structure of
the Italian economy, where government spending is chronically low (after two
decades of austerity measures) while export is traditionally driven by low-tech
products. So, the productivity growth rate is defined as: 17
(
)
(
)
gP ROD = ρ1 + ρ2 · d log(IN VF,−1 ) + ρ3 · d log(EXP−1 ) +
(
)
+ ρ4 · d log(CON SG,−1 )

(28)

Consequently, labour productivity is:
P RODL = P RODL,−1 · (1 + gP ROD )

(29)

while the employment level can be simply defined as:
Y
(30)
P ROD
Similarly to Burgess et al. (2016)[2], import dynamics depends on the change
in output and the exchange rate:
)
(
( Y )
IM P = IM P−1 · exp µ1 + µ2 · ln
+ µ3 · (N ER − N ER−1 )
(31)
Y−1
N=

where NER is the nominal exchange rate (see Section 2.6) and exp(x) is the
exponential function of x, that is, ex .
Profits of non-financial corporations (net of taxes) are defined as a residual:
corporate GDP minus wages paid by NFCs (net of other sectors’ wages) minus
taxes plus subsidies plus net interest payments plus adjustment in funds plus
other property incomes. In formulas:
ΠF = GDPF − (W B − W BOT HER ) − τF + TF +
+ IN TF + N F U N DSF + P ROPF
17

(32)

A dummy variable is added to productivity growth equation when the model is used
to fit past data. This allows addressing the apparent structural break in productivity that
takes place in 2007.
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NFCs earn interests on their own bank deposits and government bond holdings
and face (negative) interest payments on bank loans and security issues. An
additional component is also included. So, the net interest income earned by
NFCs is defined as:
[
]
IN TF = rD,−1 · DF,−1 − rL,F · LF,−1 − rBA · (BF,−1 − BG,F,−1 )+
(33)
+ IN TFRES
Notice that the additional or residual component is particularly important
when considering interest payments accruing on loans obtained by NFCs. For
interest payments cannot be accurately calculated just by multiplying loans
by interest rates. This is a well-known problem for SFC modellers. The fact
is that interest payments are proportional to gross or ex-ante loans, which are
demanded by NFCs at the beginning of each period based on their own production plans (Graziani 2003)[6]. However, one can only use data on residual
or ex-post loans, as recorded at the end of the same period. As a result, it is
unlikely to find a simple linear relationship between the stock of bank loans
at a certain period and the related flow of interest payments. Notice also that
the value of IN TFRES is expected to be negative as interest payments made by
NFCs normally outstrip interest earnings.18
Profits earned by NFCs are not entirely reinvested. Retained profits are:
ΠF U = sF · ΠF

(34)

where sF is the average retention rate of NFCs, defining their own self-funding
capacity.
Accordingly, NFC distributed profits (dividends) are:
DIVF = (1 − sF ) · ΠF
Taxes paid by NFCs are a fixed percentage of pre-tax (past) profits:
(
τF = θF · GDPF,−1 − (W B−1 − W BOT HER,−1 ) − IN TF,−1 +
)
− N F U N DSF,−1 − P ROPF,−1

(35)

(36)

For the sake of simplicity, adjustment in funds and additional property incomes
are defined as a percentage of current profit. Subsidies and transfers are defined
in a similar way. In line with the current literature, it is assumed that firms can
issue new equity to fund a small percentage of their investment plans (Burgess
et al. 2016[2]). The real volume of equity is:
vF = vF,−1 + ψ ·
18

IN VF,−1
pV,−1

(37)

However, data show that the value of net interest flows have turned positive in the last
few years.
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where pV is the unit market value of NFC equity & shares. This is an average
price, which can be simply defined as:
pV =

VF
vF

(38)

Notice that Italy is usually regarded as a traditional or ‘bank based’ system.
For financial markets usually do not occupy center stage. On the contrary,
Italian NFCs rely mainly on bank loans to fund their own production and
investment plans. In line with SFC literature, new bank loans obtained by
firms are determined as a residual:
LF = LF,−1 + IN VF − ΠF U − N P L − pV · ∆vF
= LF,−1 − N LF − N P L − pV · ∆vF

(39)

Equation (39) shows that the change in bank loans obtained by NFCs equals
their own investment plans minus retained profits minus loans write-oﬀs minus
issues of new shares.
The model can now be used to determine the net lending by NFCs, which
is:
N LF = ΠF U − IN VF

(40)

This is the key sectoral magnitude of ESSFC, as it defines NFC net financial
link with the rest of the economy.

3.1.4 Government sector
Both Eurostat and the ECB liken the concept of government ‘surplus’ (‘deficit’)
with that of government ‘net lending’ (‘net borrowing’). The latter is defined
as ‘the last balancing item of the non-financial accounts - namely the balancing
item of the capital account’.19 In formal terms, net lending by the government
arises from revenues net of spending and interest payments:
N LG = GOVREV − GOVSP − IN TG

(41)

Interest payments depend on the average return rate on government securities
and the amount of outstanding debt (in form of securities). An additional or
residual component is also included, so that:
IN TG = rBA,−1 · BG,−1 + IN TGRES

(42)

The average yield of Italian government securities can be defined by adding
a mark-up to the risk-free interest rate (i.e. the German 10-year government
bond yield):20
19

See Eurostat Glossary at: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/.
Government securities issued by the Italian government include Treasury bills (BOT),
zero-coupon certificates (CTZ), floating rate notes (CCT), and bonds with other maturities.
The average spread between Italian and German bonds can be defined endogenously as a
function of the market price of Italian bonds and other institutional factors. However, it is
treated as an exogenous variable by ESSFC.
20
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rBA = rZ · (1 + µA )

(43)

Government total spending is given by the summation of government consumption, investment, total transfers (including subsidies and benefits) and
adjustment in funds:
GOVSP = CON SG + IN VG + TT OT + N F U N DSG

(44)

Government total revenue is given by the summation of government GDP
(i.e. the cost of goods and services produced by the government) net of wage
payments, total taxes, other property income and dividends:
GOVREV = GDPG − W BG + τT OT + P ROPG + DIVG

(45)

For the sake of simplicity, government consumption is defined as a share of
total GDP plus a discretionary or stochastic component:
C
CON SG = αG
· GDP + ζG

(46)

Other government spending and revenue entries are defined in a similar way.21
Since the model is quite complex yet, only stochastic shocks to government
equations’ coeﬃcients are considered here. However, these simplified equations
can be redefined to include all sorts of fiscal policy rules and reaction functions.
The total tax revenue is the summation of taxes paid by (domestic) private
and foreign sectors:
τT OT = τH + τF + τB + τRoW
(47)
Similarly, the amount of total transfers is the summation of transfers paid by
government to (domestic) private and foreign sectors:
TT OT = TH + TF + TB + TRoW

(48)

The change in the real supply of government bonds (bG or BT P ) is determined
by both government borrowing needs and newly issued Treasury bills (BOT ):22
bG = bG,−1 −

−N LG BOT−1
+
pB,−1
pB,−1

(49)

where pB is the (average) unit price of Italian Treasury bonds and BOT is the
quantity of Treasury bills issued by the government in current period.
So, the market price of Italian government bonds is:
pB =
21

BG
bG

(50)

As usual, the reader is referred to Appendix A, Section III, for the whole set of government equations.
22
For the sake of simplicity, government securities other than Treasury bonds and bills
are neglected.
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The supply of Treasury bills is:
(
BOT = pB,−1 · ∆bG − BG − BG,−1 ·

pB

)

pB,−1

(51)

In other words, the Italian government is assumed to issue bills (BOT) to deal
with temporary cash imbalances.
Clearly, Italian government net wealth is negative as it reflects the accumulated stock of government debt:
N WG = DG + VG − LG − BG + OF ING

(52)

Accordingly, the government deficit and debt to GDP ratios are, respectively:
DEFG = −N LG /GDP
DEBG = −N WG /GDP
Notice that, while Italy’s government debt to GDP ratio is one of the highest
in the EU, its government deficit to GDP ratio has been one of the lowest since
the early 1990s. The Italian government has been running primary surpluses
ever since (except for 2009). However, the debt to GDP ratio has resumed
growing after the US financial crisis. The reaction of the ratios above following
exogenous shocks to government spending is one of the topics analysed in
Section 4.2.

3.1.5 Banks and other financial institutions
Italy’s financial sector is dominated by a few large banks (notably Unicredit
and Intesa Sanpaolo). Consequently, commercial banks and non-bank financial
institutions can be included in the same sector without loss of realism. As
usual, the GDP to be attributed to financial institutions as a whole is defined
as a percentage, βB , of total GDP:
GDPB = βB · GDP

(53)

Financial sector’s GDP is largely given by the spread between the interest
rate financial institutions receive on financial assets and the one they pay on
financial liabilities.23
Profits made by financial institutions are calculated as the summation of
financial sector’s GDP, net dividends, net interest payments and adjustment
in funds, minus wages paid and taxes net of transfers:
ΠB = GDPB − W BB − τB + TB + DIVB +
+ P ROPB + IN TB + N F U N DSB
23

(54)

The SNA suggests to use this spread as a measure of services provided by the financial
sector to the economy, by acting as an ‘intermediary’.
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It is possible to derive the net lending by financial institutions by subtracting
both received dividends and investment spending from (retained) profits:
N LB = ΠB − DIVB − IN VB

(55)

Total taxes on financial sector profits are defined as:
τB = θB · ΠB,−1

(56)

The value of total transfers received by financial institutions is determined in a
similar way. Financial sector net earning from lending is defined as net interest
paid by households plus net interest paid by NFCs plus a residual:
RES
IN TB = (IN THP AID + IN TF ) · (1 + δIN
T,B )

(57)

where an additional component (expressed in percentage terms) is also included
to account for other possible interest flows. Overall accounting consistency is
then assured by interests paid/received by foreign sector being calculated as a
residual entry.
Financial sector net wealth is:
N WB = VB + LB − DB + BB − OF INB

(58)

The net stock of bank loans is the summation of mortgages to households and
loans granted to NFCs, government and foreign agents:
LB = LH + LF + LG + LRoW

(59)

Similarly, the stock of bank deposits is:
DB = DH + DF + DG + DRoW

(60)

Turning to financial assets held by banks and other financial institutions, the
overall amount is:
N F WB = N WB − HOU SEB
(61)
where HOU SEB is the amount of ‘produced non-financial assets’ held by financial institutions. It is simply defined as a percentage (νH,B ) of financial
sector’s net wealth:
HOU SEB = νH,B · N WB

(62)

Apart from loans, Italian banks and financial institutions’ financial assets are
made up of equity & shares, securities, and other instruments. The ratio of
financial institutions’ equity & shares holdings to net financial wealth is:
VBP U R
B
B
B
= λB
1,0 + λ1,1 · E(rV ) + λ1,2 · ΠB + λ1,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WB )
19

(63)

The ratio of financial institutions’ securities holdings to net financial wealth
is:
BB
B
B
B
= λB
(64)
2,0 + λ2,1 · E(rV ) + λ2,2 · ΠB + λ2,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WB )
The ratio of other net financial assets (or liabilities) held by financial institutions to their net financial wealth is:
OF INB
B
B
B
= λB
3,0 + λ3,1 · E(rV ) + λ3,2 · ΠB + λ3,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WB )

(65)

In the portfolio equations above, the ratio (ΠB /N F WB ) performs the same
function that disposable income (relative to wealth) performs for the households sector, defining financial institutions’ liquidity needs for transactions.
Notice that λB
i,j coeﬃcients (for i = 1, 2 and j = 0, 1, 2, 3) are empirically
estimated parameters, whereas λB
3,j coeﬃcients (for j = 0, 1, 2, 3) are defined
in such a way to meet the portfolio adding-up constraints. In other words,
OF INB is a residual variable. Finally, notice that a ‘minimalist’ way to model
commercial banks’ and other financial institutions’ behaviour has been chosen
here. However, a more refined rendition is possible (see, for instance, Le Heron
and Mouakil 2008[7]).

3.1.6 Foreign sector
Most foreign sector’s accounting identities can be derived from other sectors
in a residual fashion (see Appendix A). The most significant one is net lending
by the rest of the world, which must match domestic net borrowing:
N LRoW = −(N LH + N LF + N LG + N LB )

(66)

The latter is nothing but the flip side of the Italian economy’s current account.
A positive (negative) value of N LRoW shows a deficit (surplus) of Italy towards
the rest of the world.
There are still a few stochastic variables to be defined. Loans to (or from)
the rest of the world are modelled as a linear function of many factors, notably, past loans, ECB target interest rate, GDP attributed to the rest of the
world, (nominal) exchange rate, total trade volume, and Italian trade balance.
Domestic deposits held by foreign investors are determined in a similar way.
Export is defined as a linear function of changes in labour productivity, import
and the exchange rate.24 Total net securities held by the rest of the world are
determined by expected return rates on bonds and other financial assets, and
the exchange rate. To sum up, rest of the world’s variables are usually defined
in a residual way, except for portfolio decisions, foreign loans and export (see
Appendix A, Section V). This is required to assure the accounting consistency
of the model.
24

The price (or wage) level or the inflation rate can also be added to export equation to
account for price competitiveness.
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3.1.7 Cross-sector holdings and payments
To complete the model, cross-sector assets & liabilities holdings and payments
must be defined. When no information about ‘who pays whom’ is available,
some simplifying hypotheses can help. Arguably, the easiest way to proceed is
to take a look at available data. Suppose that the Italian security market is
dominated (as it is) by government issues, so that government bonds account
for ninety percent of total security value. It can be assumed that, while sectoral
portfolios are diﬀerent in terms of asset types’ composition (shares, securities,
deposits), each sector holds the same proportion of government bonds to total
securities (that is, ninety percent). This is coherent with the hypothesis that
securities (be they NFC securities or government bonds) carry all the same
average return rate. The same method can be applied to other financial assets.
Another problem might arise from the fact that seldom dividends received
by each sector mirror the related equity & shares’ holdings. This issue is likely
to be due to the high aggregation level and other simplifying assumptions.
It has been tackled in two steps here: a) total dividends received by each
‘recipient’ sector i have been corrected to fit empirical evidence (DIVi = ϵi ·
DIVT OT ·Vi /VT OT , where ϵi is the correction coeﬃcient); b) each ‘issuing’ sector
j has been assumed to pay the same proportion (δj = DIVj /DIVT OT ) of total
dividends to every other sector (so that dividends paid by j to i are defined
as: DIVj,i = δj · DIVi ). Interest payments have been modelled in a similar
way (see Appendix A, Section VI, for the complete list of equations).

3.1.8 Central bank stance and interest rates
Since Italy is a member of the Euro Area, the key policy interest rate (rECB )
is set autonomously by the ECB. Similarly, the exchange rate (N ER) is an
exogenous variable. It is here defined as the eﬀective nominal exchange rate
with 42 trading partners.25 The risk-free interest rate (rZ ) is the return rate
on 10-year German bonds, which is also an exogenous variable for Italy. In
principle, the mark-up NFCs are charged by commercial banks (µL,F = rL,F −
rECB ) can be defined endogenously, as a function of the leverage ratio of firms
and other variables of the model. However, ESSFC treats it as an exogenous
when simulations are run on historical values. For the sake of simplicity, the
average yield on securities is also defined by adding an exogenous ‘spread’ to
10-year German bonds’ yield (see Appendix A, section VII). As mentioned,
the return rate on bank deposits (and cash) is set to zero instead. The model
is now complete, meaning that entries of Figure 3 and Figure 4 have been
all defined. Next section deals with parameter value estimation and model
calibration.
25

Eurostat provides a variety of exchange rate indexes. So, other options are available.
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3.2

Data, estimation and calibration

Once the theoretical model is completed, it is necessary to define the value of
parameters & exogenous variables, and some initial stocks & lagged variables.
The latter are simply set at their own historical value at the beginning of the
simulation period. In principle, there are several ways to select unknown coeﬃcients in stochastic equations: a) model coeﬃcients can be estimated through
standard econometric techniques; b) coeﬃcients can be calibrated based on
data observation; c) coeﬃcients can be calibrated based on main findings in
the literature; d) coeﬃcients can be also fine-tuned to allow the model to match
actual data or to create a steady (or stationary) state baseline. While theoretical SFCMs are usually set up through methods (c) and (d), ESSFC’s coeﬃcients are defined empirically, that is, using methods (a) and (b). There are a
few exceptions, notably the return rate on bank deposits (which is assumed to
be null), the percentage of non-performing bank loans which are written oﬀ,
the percentage of investment funded by new shares, and the weights on past
errors in agents’ expectations. Their values are displayed by Table 1. All the
remaining unknown coeﬃcients have been estimated based on Eurostat data.
More precisely, the dataset used covers the period from 1996 to 2016 on
an annual basis at the sectoral level. Stock- and flow-variables are taken at
constant prices (millions of national currency at 2010). Prices of output, capital and a number of financial assets are determined endogenously.26 While
a higher frequency (or a longer period) would have allowed for a more accurate estimation, the choice of annual data was due to data availability and
uniformity reasons. Unfortunately, this means that the number of available
observations, 21, is quite low. The presence of several gaps in pre-1996 data
does not allow to extend further the sample. This can aﬀect estimations, especially when focusing on a single country. However, this problem is going to
become less and less relevant as new observations are released by Eurostat.27
For the sake of simplicity, unknown coeﬃcients of key stochastic equations
have been estimated one at time by simple equation OLS.28 As is known, this
approach is not totally reliable, as endogeneity and spurious correlation issues
may well arise. A possible way to tackle the first issue is to use instrumental
variables or system estimation methods. Cointegration techniques can be also
26

Using constant prices is fundamental when dealing with countries characterised by high
inflation rates. This is not the case of the country considered here. Italy has been marked
by a relatively low change in the price level since the end of 1990s and a negligible one in
the last five years.
27
One could wonder whether the launch of the Euro should be regarded as a structural
break for the member-states. It is safe to assume that this was not the case for Italy, because
the Italian Lira (re) joined the European Monetary Mechanism (ERM) in November 1996.
In fact, a soft peg with the Deutsche Mark was operating between 1996 and 1998. Italy
oﬃcially adopted the Euro in January 1999.
28
This paper aims at providing insights on how to develop an empirical SFC model. It
does not aim at performing an accurate analysis of the Italian economy instead. So, no
detailed description of the statistical inference method used to estimate model parameters
is provided here. However, both the EViews model program file and the related workfile can
be provided upon request.
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employed to deal with the second issue. However, using OLS estimates allow
simplifying the coding work and making a quick preliminary test of model’s
operation. So, it can be regarded as an intermediate step in the development
of a more accurate empirical model. Finally, key exogenous ratios in ‘supplementary’ equations (e.g. ‘beta’ parameters, the ratio of wages paid by NCFs
to total wages, the ratio of government securities to total securities, etc.) can
be calculated as moving averages. In practice, those ratios are usually taken
at their actual values (i.e. 1-year average) by ESSFC, to avoid shortening time
series.

3.3

Software technicalities

SFCMs can be set up and simulated using a variety of statistical packages (e.g.
Excel, EViews, R) engineering software (e.g. Matlab), and also programming
languages (e.g. Python).29 Since SFCMs are usually medium- to large-scale
models, numerical findings, rather than analytical solutions, are usually calculated. This is also the method used to solve ESSFC’s system of diﬀerence
equations. As for the data source, all series have been downloaded by R files
through the ‘pdfetch’ package. Each file fetches transactions-flow matrix’s
entries at a sectoral level since 1996. Balance sheets’ data are collected by
separate files. All R files’ sectoral data are then grouped together in a single
accounting sheet, using a ‘.xls’ file format (but a ‘.csv’ file can do as well). The
latter is then imported by an EViews program, which: a) estimates model
parameters; b) calibrates the model using estimated (and fine-tuned) parameter values; c) improve estimates and smooth transition to forecast values by
manipulating the residuals;30 d) compares actual data with ‘forecast’ values;
e) create alternative scenarios for relevant series to be compared with baseline
values.
Programs’ structure is sketched in Figure 6. Appendix C shows the basic
steps to develop the EViews program file, once data have been collected in
form of an Excel or a csv file.31 Appendix D displays the R code used to
download times series of flow- and stock-variables from the Eurostat database.
The code provided can be easily amended to download and organise other
variables. R can be also used to create snapshots of complete transaction-flow
and balance-sheet matrices in a certain period.32 The main advantage of this
structure is that it enables resetting the model by using diﬀerent datasets.
Time series can be updated just re-running the R files (for instance, following
most recent releases from Eurostat or to include new variables). In principle,
other countries’ data can be also employed right away. The model will execute
automatically points (a) to (d), and it will display new solutions. However, it is
29

A useful repository for SFCMs’ code can be find on the Internet at http://models.sfcmodels.net/.
30
Please refer to subsection 4.1.
31
As mentioned, the complete EViews program is available upon request.
32
The related code can be provided upon request. However, this is not necessary to
develop the model.
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recommended to check and possibly amend portfolio choices’ assumptions and
financial sector’s settings to account for country-specific institutional features.
Once the model is set up and run, it allows accounting explicitly for the impact
of stocks on flows and vice versa, highlighting the role of financial agents, assets
and cross-sector balances. ESSFC’s preliminary simulations are presented in
the next section.

4
4.1

Running the simulations
Fitting past data and forecasting

While the main goal of ESSFC is to allow performing comparative dynamics exercises (i.e. testing reactions to shocks under diﬀerent scenarios) in a
financially-sophisticated economy, it can also be used to fit past values and
predict future values of relevant time series. When using is for forecasting
purposes, it is appropriate to make an assumption about the way residuals
behave.33 More precisely, it would be useful to eliminate the gap between
actual and estimated values at the very last available observation period (or
the period in which model variables’ reactions to exogenous shocks are tested),
call it t0 . While standard statistical packages usually enable to adjust forecast
results to compensate for a poor fit,34 a slightly diﬀerent method has been
chosen here. For residuals are explicitly forced to reduce at a (minimum) rate,
defined by parameter µ, up until the last observation period, call it t0 , and are
unwound afterwards (at the same or another rate). In formal terms, for t ≤ t0 ,
the simulated value of the variable x, corrected to improve the fit, is:
x∗t = e

−µ· t

t
0 −t

· (xft − xt ) + xt

(67)

xft

where is the forecast value of variable x at time t (with t = 1996, 1997, ..., 2016)
and xt is either the actual value of x at t or its average value in the last few
periods.
As a result, x∗t tends to the originally estimated value, xft , for t that tends
to 0; while x∗t tends to xt (or simply to its actual value, xt ) for t that tends to
t0 .
By contrast, for t > t0 , the estimate value of the variable x, corrected to
smooth the transition, is:
x∗t = e−µ·(t−t0 ) · (xt − xft ) + xft

(68)

As a result, x∗t tends to xt for t that tends to t0 ; while x∗t moves away from
xt , and hence tends to xft , for t that tends to +∞. In other words, future
(predicted) residuals are allowed to increase only gradually, so that model’s
forecast value always departs gradually from the last observed value (or from
the last average value).
33
34

Notice that residuals are defined as the gap between forecast and observed values.
For example, EViews does it through the ‘Add Factors’ function.
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This simple mechanism enables creating a moving ceiling for (actual and
predicted) residuals that can be used to: a) improve artificially estimates of
stochastic variables to address poor fit; b) forecast future values and monitor
the reaction to shocks. Notice that option (b) requires identifying a ‘residual’
or ‘buﬀer’ variable to absorb the estimation diﬀerence (i.e. x∗t − xft ) when
identities are involved. As mentioned, standard econometric packages usually
allow to compute residuals for the in-sample dynamic simulation and to add
them to forecast values. In this way, discrepancies from the dynamic simulation
over the sample do not aﬀect forecast accuracy. The method chosen in this
paper becomes equivalent to the standard one when µ in equation (67) is high
enough. In fact, the former can be regarded as a generalization of the latter.
In formal terms, x∗t tends to xt for µ that tends +∞. The µ value used for
ESSFC simulations (for instance, for household consumption function) is 0.1.
Chart B in Figure 7 shows household consumption for alternative values of
µ. In practice, a value around 10 allows roughly matching in-sample forecast
values with actual values, while µ = 0.01 entails almost no correction eﬀect,
except for the very last period. Notice that ESSFC uses this residual correction
mechanism to improve the fit of price, consumption and investment functions,
and also to reset the 2016 value of each sector’s net lending ratio. A residual
flow variable (N F U N DS) is then redefined in such a way as to assure the
accounting consistency of the model.35 For the sake of simplicity, possible
capital gains/losses (that is, the ‘revaluation eﬀect’) are assumed away on
government bonds. As for other financial and real assets, the revaluation
eﬀect is automatically accounted for, as stocks at time t are defined as stocks
at time t − 1 plus changes in stocks’ value from t − 1 to t.36

4.2

Some simple comparative dynamics exercises

The model is fully set up. It can now be used to: first, check the adherence
or fit of forecast values to available series, and predict future developments in
main endogenous variables; second, create alternative scenarios to be compared
with the status quo.

4.2.1 Data-fitting and forecasting
Figure 8 shows financial balances (net lending values) for each Italian macrosector as a percentage of GDP from 1996 to 2016. Circles are actual series (as
recorded by Eurostat), whereas continuous lines show ESSFC forecast values.
Shaded areas highlight the dot-com crisis of 2000-2002, the US financial crisis
of 2007-2008 and the European Sovereign Debt Crisis, respectively. The fit
35

While ESSFC, like every macroeconometric model, needs to define some variable residually, the consistency condition is not violated as TFM rows and columns keep summing
N ET
up to zero. Looking at household sector, N F U N DSH is redefined as: N F U N DSH
=
f
∗
N F U N DSH − (N LH − N LH ). Households’ additional financial assets are also redefined as
H
a residual percentage of net wealth: OF INH = σOF
IN · N WH . The same goes for other
sectors.
36
For a detailed discussion of this issues, see again Burgess et al. (2016)[2].
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looks accurate enough. However, this is also due to the residual correction
mechanism, which allows always a perfect match with last observed values.
Forecast errors can still be quite remarkable in previous periods, depending
on the value of µ in equation (67), but they are increasingly constrained (see
Figure 7). Chart F in Figure 8 displays sectoral net lending residuals. As
one would expect, each crisis aﬀects negatively the predicting power of the
model. This is shown by the pikes in residuals. Notice that ESSFC forecast
is neither a mere static simulation (where values of endogenous variables up
to the previous period are used each time the model is solved for the current
period) nor a narrowly-defined dynamic one (where variables’ values are all
‘forecasted’ based on the initial parameters’ estimation only). It can be regarded as a middle ground, as a moving ceiling for residuals is put in place
for key stochastic equations and most key exogenous ratios are defined using
moving averages (or actual values) along the period considered. On the one
hand, ESSFC purpose is to allow setting up and comparing reactions to shocks
under diﬀerent scenarios rather than providing accurate short-run predictions.
On the other hand, the model can be used to forecast key variables’ behaviour
in the medium run. However, some additional hypotheses on main coeﬃcients’
expected trends are necessary to prevent ESSFC from relying excessively on
last period’s values.

4.2.2 Creating alternative scenarios
As mentioned, the main goal of ESSFC is to simulate the reaction of endogenous variables to shocks to key parameters. Model’s behaviour under the new
scenario is then compared with the baseline (i.e. the status quo) or alternative
scenarios. When shocks are imposed at the last available observation period,
the trend displayed by the model with no shock can be used as the baseline.
Since the Fiscal Compact and other European treaties require Italian policymakers to reduce the government debt to GDP ratio in the next few years, the
impact of a change in government spending was used to test the model. Charts
A to F in Figure 9 contrast government debt ratios and sectoral net lending
ratios under three alternative scenarios about government consumption: the
baseline scenario, where government consumption is assumed to stick to its
historical trend (black line); an ‘austerity’ scenario, marked by a permanent
year-to-year cut in government consumption (-1% of GDP, blue line); and a
‘profligacy’ scenario, characterised by an increase in government consumption
(+1% of GDP, red line). More precisely, charts A and B show the impact on
government annual deficit and stock of debt, respectively, both expressed as
percentages of GDP. Charts E and F display the same variables, but as ratios
to the baseline. Chart C shows the impact on (real) GDP growth. All in all,
while austerity is obviously successful in reducing the deficit to GDP ratio,
it does not reduce the stock of debt to GDP. On the contrary, the latter increases (compared to the baseline) when government spending is cut. A loose
fiscal policy entails the opposite eﬀect: the deficit increases but the debt to
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GDP ratio falls, due to a long-lasting increase in the denominator.37 Charts
A and B in figure 10 show that identical findings are found when the GDP at
current prices is considered.38 This again is no surprise. Since Italy’s stock
of debt is more than unity, a unity multiplier would be suﬃcient to generate
such a seemingly paradoxical eﬀect. However, these findings can be shown to
be rather robust, as they keep holding when experiments are re-run starting
from a less than unity value of debt to GDP ratio (charts C and D in Figure
10).39 The reason is that austerity entails a long-lasting depressing eﬀect on
GDP growth rate. Furthermore, Chart D in Figure 9 shows that all domestic
private sectors (firms, financial institutions and households) face a worsening
in their own financial balances as government spending reduces. This is only
partially oﬀset by the raise of a surplus towards the foreign sector (blue line).
While these are well-known phenomena in the eyes of non-neoclassical macroeconomics theorists, ESSFC may provide them with a flexible tool giving a new
formal, quantitative, guise to the theory.

4.2.3 Additional limitations
Above findings are just preliminary exercises or tests and in no way can be
used for empirical analysis (let alone policy) purposes. An accurate estimation
of model coeﬃcients is necessary before using it as a proper analytical tool.
The other main limitations of the model can be summarised as follows: a)
annual data should be replaced with quarterly data to increase observations’
frequency and improve the predictive power of the model; b) cointegration,
instrumental variables and other econometric techniques should be used to
improve coeﬃcients’ estimation; c) net stocks and transactions should be replaced with gross stocks and transactions; d) where possible, the aggregation
level of financial assets (liabilities) should be further reduced; e) when used
for policy advising purposes, the model is subject to the well-known Lucas critique.40 Despite these limitations, ESSFC can be extended to include a variety
of sub-sectors, variables, shocks and alternative scenarios. In addition, unlike
standard (i.e. theoretical) SFC models, it enables coupling qualitative findings
with more intuitive quantitative directions. Like other SFC models and un37

After the initial pike, the GDP growth rate reduces, but its steady-state value remains
higher than the baseline.
38
ESSFC predicts the inflation rate to be very low in the next few years. In addition,
inflation seems to be quite insensitive to diﬀerent policy stances.
39
Notice that shocks’ eﬀects are perfectly symmetrical. This ‘unrealistic’ feature of the
model is due to its simplified structure. In principle, it can be amended by: i) introducing
asymmetric stock-flow norms; and ii) using potential output as a ceiling for current output.
However, hypothesis (ii) is a quite controversial one. In fact, it is rejected by many Keynesian
authors. Alternatively, one can assume that output gap impacts on production costs and
inflation in a non-linear way.
40
In principle, microfoundations could be added to the basic model. For it to be in line
with current mainstream in macroeconomics, additional hypotheses would be necessary to
anchor its dynamics to a long-run (natural) equilibrium. However, this would be at odds
with the ‘disequilibrium’ spirit of SFCMs. In addition, the idea that the Lucas critique can
be addressed through the estimation of invariant deep parameters of a representative agent
is rather controversial.
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like ‘mainstream’ models,41 ESSFC sheds light on macroeconomic paradoxes,
path-dependency and multiple equilibria characterising real-world economies.
Furthermore, it allows monitoring stock-flow norms, which can possibly help
detect early signs of economic-financial fragility and crises.

5

Final remarks

This paper aimed at showing how a medium-scale empirical stock-flow consistent macroeconometric model can be developed from scratch. Eurostat data
for Italy and conventional statistical packages (notably EViews, Excel and R)
have been used to implement a theory-constrained but data-driven modelling
method. The key features of the model, named ‘ESSFC’, are as follows. First,
ESSFC belongs to the class of ‘stock flow consistent’ models, as it is inspired
by the pioneering theoretical work by Godley and Lavoie (2006)[5]. Second,
ESSFC is an ‘empirical macroeconometric’ model, as its structure is developed
building upon macroeconomic principles and available time series for macro
variables, rather than microeconomics’ first principles. ESSFC has been shown
to account consistently for the evolution of financial stocks and flows across
Italy’s sectors. In fact, despite some obvious limitations, the method proposed
enables for comparative analyses and conditional forecast yet. In this sense,
ESSFC can hopefully act as a useful benchmark for PhD students, early-career
researchers, non-neoclassical macro-modellers, and the practitioners who are
eager to expand their own set of analytical tools.

41

Meaning both DSGE models and conventional macroeconometric models based on a
neoclassical production function.
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Appendices

Appendix A - The complete model
I. Household sector
Y D = GDPH + W B − τH + IN TH + TH + AN NH

(A1)

AN NH = DIVH + P ROPH

(A2)

GDPH = βH · GDP

(A3)

W B = ωT · GDP

(A4)

ωL =

IN TH + AN NH + W B · (1 − ωS )
GDP

(A5)

τH = θH · W B−1

(A6)

RECV
P AID
IN TH = IN TH
− IN TH

(A7)

RECV
H
RECV
H
H
H
IN TH
= ιH
1,0 + ι1,1 · IN TH,−1 + ι1,2 · rBA + ι1,3 · rBA,−1 + ι1,4 · BH +
H
H
+ ιH
1,5 · BH,−1 + ι1,6 · BH · rBA + ι1,7 · BH,−1 · rBA,−1

P AID
H
P AID
H
H
H
IN TH
= ιH
2,0 + ι2,1 · IN TH,−1 + ι2,2 · rECB + ι2,3 · rECB,−1 + ι2,4 · LH +
H
H
+ ιH
2,5 · LH,−1 + ι2,6 · LH · rECB + ι2,7 · LH,−1 · rECB,−1

(A8)

(A9)

TH = αH,T · W B−1

(A10)

P ROPH = αH,P · W B−1

(A11)

CH = c0 + c1 · E(Y D) + c2 · N WH,−1 + c3 · CH,−1

(A12)

N WH = HOU SEH + DH + VH + BH + OF INH − LH

(A13)

N F WH = N WH − HOU SEH + LH

(A14)

1
2
HOU SEH = (1 − δH
) · HOU SEH,−1 + (1 − δH
· IN VH )

(A15)

rV = v1 · rV,−1 + v2 ·

∆pV
pV,−1

(A16)

VH
E(Y DH )
H
H
= λH
+ λH
1,0 + λ1,1 · E(rV ) + λ1,2 ·
1,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WH )
E(N F WH )

(A17)

E(Y DH )
BH
H
H
= λH
+ λH
2,0 + λ2,1 · E(rV ) + λ2,2 ·
2,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WH )
E(N F WH )

(A18)

E(Y DH )
DH
H
H
= λH
+ λH
3,0 + λ3,1 · E(rV ) + λ3,2 ·
3,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WH )
E(N F WH )

(A19)

E(Y DH )
OF INH
H
H
= λH
+ λH
4,0 + λ4,1 · E(rV ) + λ4,2 ·
4,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WH )
E(N F WH )
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H
OF INH = σOF
IN · N WH

(A20)

LH = LH,−1 + ϕ1 · Y D−1 + ϕ2 · HOU SEH,−1 + ϕ3 · IN VH,−1

(A21)

IN VH = ϑ1 · IN VH,−1 + ϑ2 · LH,−1 + ϑ3 · HOU SEH,−1 +
+ ϑ4 · Y DH,−1 + ϑ5 · E(rH )

rH =

∆P ROPH
P ROPH,−1

(A22)

(A23)

N LH = Y D + N F U N DSH − CON SH − IN VH

(A24)

N F U N DSH = αH,F U · Y DH,−1

(A25)

II. Non-financial corporations
GDP = Y − CON SIN T + τPN ET

(A26)

GDPF = βF · GDP

(A27)

CON SIN T = cIN T · Y

(A28)

K = K−1 · (1 + gK )

(A29)

IN V = K−1 · (gK + δK )

(A30)

(
gK = γY + γU · E

Y
K

)

(
+ γΠ · E

ΠF
K

)
− γZ · rZ − γR · rL,F

IN VF = δF · IN V
DF = (1 + ηF ) · DF,−1 ·

(A31)
(A32)

GDP
GDP−1

YAD = CON SH + CON SG + IN V + CON SIN T +
+ EXP − IM P − τTN ET

(A33)

(A34)

Y = YAD

(A35)

Yn = min(YnL , YnK )

(A36)

log(YnL ) = ν0L + ν1L · log(N ) + ν2L · t
log(YnK ) = ν0K + ν1K · log(K) + ν2K · t
gn = d(log(Yn ))
pY = π1Y · pY,−1 + π2Y · (Yn − Y ) + π3Y ·
pK = π1K · pK,−1 + π2K ·

WB
+ π4Y · N ER
GDP

GDP
WB
+ π3K ·
+ π4K · N ER
K
GDP
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(A37)

(A38)

(
)
(
)
gP ROD = ρ1 + ρ2 · d log(IN VF ) + ρ3 · d log(EXP ) +
(
)
+ ρ4 · d log(CON SG )

(A39)

P RODL = P RODL,−1 · (1 + gP ROD )

(A40)

N =

Y
P ROD

)
(
( Y )
+ µ3 · (N ER − N ER−1 )
IM P = IM P−1 · exp µ1 + µ2 · ln
Y−1
ΠF = GDPF − (W B − W BOT HER ) − τF + TF +
+ IN TF + N F U N DSF + P ROPF
Ω = 1 − ωL

IN TF = rD,−1 · DF,−1 − rL,F · LF,−1 − rBA · (BF,−1 − BG,F,−1 )+
+ IN TFRES

(A41)

(A42)

(A43)

(A44)

(A45)

W BOT HER = ωO · W B

(A46)

Π F U = sF · Π F

(A47)

DIVF = (1 − sF ) · ΠF

(A48)

(
)
τF = θF · GDPF,−1 − (W B−1 − W BOT HER,−1 ) − IN TF,−1 − N F U N DSF,−1 − P ROPF,−1

(A49)

N F U N DSF = αF,F U · ΠF,−1

(A50)

P ROPF = αF,O · ΠF,−1

(A51)

vF = vF,−1 + ψ ·
pV =

IN VF,−1
pV,−1

VF
vF

(A52)

(A53)

LF = LF,−1 − N LF − N P L − pV · ∆vF

(A54)

N P L = ξF · ξB · LF,−1

(A55)

N LF = ΠF U − IN VF

(A56)

Y DF = ΠF U − N F U N DSF

(A57)

N WF = DF − VF − LF − BF − OF INF

(A58)

N F WF = N WF − HOU SEF + LF + VF + BF − BG,F

(A59)

HOU SEF = νH,F · N WF

(A60)

F
OF INF = σOF
IN · N WF

(A61)
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III. Government sector
N LG = GOVREV − GOVSP − IN TG

(A62)

RES
IN TG = rBA,−1 · BG,−1 + IN TG

(A63)

GOVSP = CON SG + IN VG + TT OT + N F U N DSG

(A64)

GOVREV = GDPG − W BG + τT OT + P ROPG + DIVG

(A65)

CON SG = αC
G · GDP + ζG

(A66)

IN VG = αIG · GDP

(A67)

W BG = ωG · GDP

(A68)

VG = α V
G · GDP

(A69)

τT OT = τH + τF + τB + τRoW

(A70)

TT OT = TH + TF + TB + TRoW

(A71)

GDPG = βG · GDP

(A72)

P ROPG = αP
G · GDP

(A73)

U
N F U N DSG = αF
G · GDP

(A74)

bG = bG,−1 −

−N LG
BOT−1
+
pB,−1
pB,−1

pB =

(A75)

BG
bG

(A76)

CGB = bG,−1 · d(pB )
(
BOT = pB,−1 · ∆bG −

BG − BG,−1 ·

pB
pB,−1

)
(A77)

ET
τTNOT
= θT OT · Y

(A78)

G
LG = N WG · ηL

(A79)

G
DG = N WG · ηD

(A80)

N W G = DG + VG − LG − BG + OF ING

(A81)

G
OF ING = σOF
IN · N WG

(A82)

DEBG =

−N WG
GDP

DEFG =

−N LG
GDP
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IV. Banks and financial intermediaries
GDPB = βB · GDP

ΠB = GDPB − W BB − τB + TB + DIVB +
+ P ROPB + IN TB + N F U N DSB

(A83)

(A84)

N LB = ΠB − DIVB − IN VB

(A85)

W BB = ωB · GDP

(A86)

τB = θB · ΠB,−1

(A87)

TB = αT
B · ΠB,−1

(A88)

P ROPB = αP
B · ΠB

(A89)

U
N F U N DSB = αF
B · ΠB

(A90)

(
)
P AID
RES
IN TB = IN TH
+ (−IN TF ) + IN TB

(A91)

V
IN VB = αIN
· IN V
B

(A92)

N WB = VB + LB − DB + BB − OF INB

(A93)

LB = LH + LF + LG + LRoW

(A94)

DB = DH + DF + DG + DRoW

(A95)

N F WB = N WB − HOU SEB

(A96)

HOU SEB = νH,B · N WB

(A97)

VBP U R
B
B
B
= λB
1,0 + λ1,1 · E(rV ) + λ1,2 · ΠB + λ1,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WB )

(A98)

BB
B
B
B
= λB
2,0 + λ2,1 · E(rV ) + λ2,2 · ΠB + λ2,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WB )

(A99)

OF INB
B
B
B
= λB
3,0 + λ3,1 · E(rV ) + λ3,2 · ΠB + λ3,3 · E(rBA )
E(N F WB )

(A100)

V. Foreign sector
GDPRoW = GDP − (GDPH + GDPF + GDPG + GDPB )

(A101)

N LRoW = −(N LH + N LF + N LG + N LB )

(A102)

LRoW = Φ1L · LRoW,−1 + Φ2L · rECB,−1 + Φ3L · GDPRoW,−1 +
+ Φ4L · N ER + Φ5L · (IM P−1 + EXP−1 ) + Φ6L · (IM P−1 − EXP−1 )
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(A103)

DRoW = Φ1D · LRoW,−1 + Φ2D · GDPRoW,−1 + Φ3D · (IM P−1 + EXP−1 )+
+ Φ4D · (IM P−1 − EXP−1 ) + Φ5D · rBA,−1 + Φ6D · GDP−1

(A104)

X
X
X
EXP = µX
1 · EXP−1 + µ2 · d(P RODL ) + µ3 · d(IM P ) + µ4 · d(N ER)

(A105)

BRoW = Φ1RoW · rZ + Φ2RoW · rECB + Φ3RoW · rBA + Φ4RoW · N ER + Φ5RoW · rV

(A106)

VRoW = VH + VG − (VF + VB )

(A107)

IN TRoW = IN TH + IN TB − (IN TF + IN TG )

(A108)

TRoW = αT
RoW · GDP

(A109)

τRoW = θRoW · GDP

(A110)

VI. Cross-sector holdings and payments
VI.1 Equity & shares issued by NFCs
VF = VF,H + VF,G + VF,B

(A111)

VF,B = χF · VBP U R

(A112)

VF,H = χF · VH

(A113)

VF,G = χF · VG

(A114)

Note: χF = % of NFC equity to total equity.

VI.2 Equity & shares issued by financial sector
VB = VBP U R − VBISS

(A115)

VBISS = VB,H + VB,G

(A116)

VB,H = χB · VH

(A117)

VB,G = χB · VG

(A118)

Note: χB = % of financial sector’s equity to total equity.

VI.3 Equity & shares issued by foreign sector
VROW,H = (1 − χF − χB ) · VH

(A119)

VROW,G = (1 − χF − χB ) · VG

(A120)

VROW,B = χB · VROW

(A121)
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VI.4 Total equity & shares issues
VT OT = VF + VBISS + VROW

(A122)

VI.5 Dividends received by households
DIVH = DIVT OT − DIVF,G − DIVF,B − DIVF,ROW

(A123)

P AID
DIVT OT = DIVF + (−DIVBP AID ) + (−DIVROW
)

(A124)

DIVF,H = DIVF − DIVF,G − DIVF,B − DIVF,ROW

(A125)

DIVB,H = −DIVBP AID − DIVB,ROW

(A126)

DIV
DIVROW,H = −δROW
· DIVH

(A127)

DIV = % of of total dividends paid by foreign sector.
Note: δROW

VI.6 Dividends received by government
DIVG = ϵG ·

VG
VT OT

(A128)

DIV
DIVF,G = δF
· DIVG

(A129)

DIV
DIVROW,G = δROW
· DIVG

(A130)

DIV
DIVB,G = δB
· DIVG

(A131)

DIV = % of of total dividends paid by NFCs; δ DIV = % paid by financial sector.
Note: δF
B

VI.7 Dividends received by financial sector
DIVBRECV = ϵB · DIVT OT ·

VBP U R
VT OT

(A132)

DIV
DIVF,B = δF
· DIVBRECV

(A133)

DIV
DIVROW,B = δROW
· DIVBRECV

(A134)

DIVBP AID = (1 − sB ) · ΠB

(A135)

DIVB = DIVBRECV + DIVBP AID

(A136)

Note: ϵB = correction coeﬃcient for dividends received by financial sector.

VI.8 Dividends received by foreign sector
RECV
DIVROW
= ϵROW · DIVT OT ·

P UR
VROW
VT OT

(A137)

P UR
VROW
= VROW f or VROW > 0

(A138)

DIV
RECV
DIVF,ROW = δF
· DIVROW

(A139)
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DIV
RECV
DIVB,ROW = δB
· DIVROW

(A140)

P AID
DIVROW
= DIVROW,H + DIVROW,G + DIVROW,B

(A141)

P AID
RECV
DIVROW = DIVROW
+ DIVROW

(A142)

Note: ϵROW = correction coeﬃcient for dividends received by foreign sector.

VI.9 Securities demanded by NFCs
BF = BF,B + BF,H + BF,ROW

(A143)

BF,B = ρF · BB

(A144)

BF,H = ρF · BH

(A145)

BF,ROW = ρF · BROW

(A146)

Note: ρF = percentage of NFC securities to total securities.

VI.10 Securities issued by government sector
BG = BG,H + BG,ROW + BG,B + BG,F

(A147)

BG,H = BH · (1 − ρF )

(A148)

BG,ROW = (1 − ρF ) · BROW

(A149)

BG,B = (1 − ρF ) · BB

(A150)

BG,F = ρGF · BG

(A151)

Note: ρF G = net percentage of T-bonds purchased by NFCs.

VI.11 Interests paid by NFCs
IN TF,H = IN TH · ιF

(A152)

IN TF,B = IN TB · ιF

(A153)

IN TF,ROW = IN TROW · ιF

(A154)

Note: ιF = percentage of interest payments made by NFCs to total interests.

VI.12 Interests paid by government
IN TG,B = IN TB − IN TF,B

(A155)

IN TG,H = IN TH − IN TF,H

(A156)

IN TG,ROW = IN TROW − IN TF,ROW

(A157)
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VII. Central bank stance and interest rates
rECB = r̄ECB
¯
N ER = N ER
rZ = r̄Z
rL,F = rECB + µL,F

(A158)

rBA = rZ · (1 + µA )

(A159)

µA =

SP READA
rZ
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(A160)

Appendix B - The housing market
Arguably, the simplest way to deal with the housing market is to create a
housing price index as a function of households’ debt to income ratio (mH =
M ORTH /Y DH ), their expected disposable income and the stock of housing:
E(Y DH )
(A161)
HOU SEH
where the percentage h is an empirically estimated coeﬃcient defining the
sensitivity of housing prices to household leverage.42
pH = h · mH ·

Capital gains/losses on housing can be also calculated:
CGH = HOU SEH,−1 ·

d(pH )
pH,−1

Housing investment can be now re-defined as a function of the housing price
index (in addition to households’ mortgages and an inertial component):
IN VH = ϑ0 + ϑ1 · IN VH,−1 + ϑ2 · M ORTH,−1 + ϑ3 · pH,−1

42

(A162)

Alternatively, one can assume that the stock of housing grows at an exogenous rate.
This is the solution adopted Following Burgess et al. (2016).
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Appendix C - Modelling steps: EViews program file
1) Create workfile (named ’ESSFC’), using annual data from 1996 to 2030:
w f c r e a t e ( wf = ESSFC) a 1996 2030
2) Upload / import time series (marked by subscript ‘ts’) from Excel sheet:
re a d ( b2 , s=sub_sheet_name ) "C : \ . . . \ Excel_sheet_name . x l s " yd_h_ts cons_h_ts nw_h_ts
...
3) Create and label model series:
40

s e r i e s cons_h
cons_h . l a b e l ( d ) Household consumption
s e r i e s yd_h
yd_h . l a b e l ( d ) Household d i s p o s a b l e income
s e r i e s nw_h
nw_h . l a b e l Households n e t wealth
...
4) Set sample size (entire workfile range):
smpl 1996 2030
5) Define the set of parameters to be estimated, e.g. p(1), p(2), ..., p(400):
coef (400) p

6) Estimate parameter values: simple OLS estimation equation by equation:
e q u a t i o n eq1 . l s ( cov=whi te ) cons_h_ts = p ( 1 ) ∗ yd_h_ts( −1) + p ( 2 ) ∗ nw_h_ts( −1)
...
Note: White standard errors are used. Variables can be transformed in the usual way to deal with non-stationarity issues, etc.
7) Select starting values for stocks and lagged (endogenous) variables:
d e l t a _ f = @mean ( ( inv_f_ts / inv_tot_ts ) , " 1 9 9 7 2 0 1 6 " )
’ Firms i n v e s t m e n t as p e r c e n t a g e o f t o t a l i n v e s t m e n t
r _ l f = @mean ( ( r _ l f _ t s ) , " 1 9 9 7 1 9 9 7 " )
’ Rate o f i n t e r e s t on l o a n s : i n i t i a l v a l u e
...
Note: firms’ investment (relative to total investment) is defined as the 1997-2016 average value, while the initial value of the rate of
interest is set at its 1997 level.
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8) Define fine-tuned parameters and exogenous variables:
r_d = 0 ’ i n t e r e s t r a t e on bank d e p o s i t s and cash
mu = 0 . 1 ’ parameter i n r e s i d u a l c o r r e c t i o n mechanism
...
9) Create the model (named ’ESSFC’):
model ESSFC
10) Set up system of diﬀerence equations:
ESSFC . append cons_h = p ( 1 ) ∗ yd_h( −1) + p ( 2 ) ∗nw_h( −1) ’ Household consumption ( s t o c h a s t i c e q u a t i o n )
ESSFC . append yd_h = gdp_h + wb − tau_h + int_h + t_h + ann ’ Household d i s p o s a b l e income ( i d e n t i t y )

...
Note: in the consumption equation, p(1) and p(2) take automatically the values estimated at point 6.
10.bis) If the correction mechanism is used, the consumption function must be redefined as:
ESSFC . append cons_h = @recode ( @date<@dateval ( " 2 0 1 6 " ) , ( exp(−mu∗ @trend /(20− @trend ) ) ∗ ( ( p ( 1 ) ∗ yd_h( −1)
+p ( 2 ) ∗nw_h(−1))−@movavc ( cons_h_ts , 1 ) ) + @movavc ( cons_h_ts , 1 ) ) , ( exp(−mu∗( @trend −20))∗(@mean( cons_h_ts ,
" 2 0 1 6 2016") −( p ( 1 ) ∗ yd_h(−1)+p ( 2 ) ∗nw_h( −1))) + ( p ( 1 ) ∗ yd_h(−1)+p ( 2 ) ∗nw_h( − 1 ) ) ) )
Note: 20 is the number of periods from 1996 to 2015. It corresponds to t0 in equation (67).
10.tris) Some series can be defined as moving averages:
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ESSFC . append omega = @recode ( @date<@dateval ( " 2 0 1 7 " ) , @movavc ( wb_ts/ gdp_ts , 3 ) , @mean( wb_ts/ gdp_ts ,
"2015 2016"))
’ Share o f n e t wages t o GDP
...
Note: in the example above, the share of net wages to GDP is calculated as a three-year moving average up until 2016. Starting from
2017, the average value of 2015-2016 is taken.
11) Select the baseline Scenario:
ESSFC . s c e n a r i o " b a s e l i n e "
12) Define the sample:
smpl 1998 2030
Note: the sample includes forecast values after 2016.

13) Solve the model:
ESSFC . s o l v e ( i=a , s=d , d=d )
Note: i=a sets initial solution values equal to actual values in period prior to start of solution period; s=d deterministic solution (as
opposed to stochastic solution); d=d means dyamic solution (as opposed to static).
14) As usual alternative scenarios / shocks to model exogenous variables can be created. For instance, a permanent cut in government
consumption (-1%) in 2017 can be obtained using the code below:
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ESSFC . s c e n a r i o " s c e n a r i o 1 "
ESSFC . o v e r r i d e parag
copy parag parag_1
smpl 2017 @ l a s t
parag_1 = −gdp ∗ 0 . 0 1
smpl 1998 2030
ESSFC . s o l v e
Note: ‘parag’ is a parameter defining government’s autonomous consumption.

Appendix D - Using R package ‘pdfetch’ to download data from Eurostat and create series
A) Flow variables: create household disposable income time series
1) Download and install necessary packages, for instance:
library ( plotrix )
l i b r a r y ( pdfetch )
l i b r a r y ( networkD3 )
library ( knitr )
2) Select the flows to calculate the disposable income of households:
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names<−c ( " D21 " , " D31 " , " D1 " , " D2 " , " D3 " , " D42 " , " D41 " , " D43 " , " D44 " , " D45 " , " D5 " , " D6 " , " D61 " , " D62 " , " D7 " , " D8 " ,
"D9 " , " P1 " , " P2 " )
Note: codes above are those used in Eurostat classification. They can be derived from Figure 1.
3) Download and name the data:
HCons_raw = pdfetch_EUROSTAT ( " nasa_10_nf_tr " , UNIT="CP_MNAC" ,NA_ITEM=names ,
GEO="IT " , SECTOR=c ( " S14_S15 " ) )
Note: ‘nasa’ stands for non-financial transactions; ‘CP MNAC’ means that the unit used is millions of national currency, current
prices; ‘IT’ means that the country chosen is Italy; ‘S14 S15’ defines households and NPISH sectors.
4) Transform the data into a dataframe named ‘HIncome’:

HIncome<−as . data . frame ( HIncome_raw )
5) Create the time series for disposable income:
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YD_H<−(HIncome_raw [
−HIncome_raw [
−HIncome_raw [
+HIncome_raw [
+HIncome_raw [
+HIncome_raw [
−HIncome_raw [
+HIncome_raw [
−HIncome_raw [
+HIncome_raw [
−HIncome_raw [
+HIncome_raw [
−HIncome_raw [
−HIncome_raw [
+HIncome_raw [
−HIncome_raw [
+HIncome_raw [
−HIncome_raw [
−HIncome_raw [
+HIncome_raw [
+HIncome_raw [
−HIncome_raw [

, "A.CP_MNAC.RECV. D1 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC. PAID . D1 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC. PAID . D2 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC.RECV. D3 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC.RECV. D42 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC.RECV. D41 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC. PAID . D41 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC.RECV. D43 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC. PAID . D43 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC.RECV. D44 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC. PAID . D44 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC.RECV. D45 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC. PAID . D45 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC. PAID . D5 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC.RECV. D61 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC. PAID . D61 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC.RECV. D62 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC. PAID . D62 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC. PAID . D7 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC.RECV. D7 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC.RECV. P1 . S14_S15 . IT " ]
, "A.CP_MNAC. PAID . P2 . S14_S15 . IT " ] )

Note: the code above sums up diﬀerent components of household disposable income. Alternatively, just download B6G.

6) Create a ‘csv’ file with household disposable income data:
w r i t e . c s v (YD_H, f i l e = "YD_H. c s v " )

B) Stock variables: create household net financial assets time series
1) Download household net financial assets:
HNFA_raw = pdfetch_EUROSTAT ( " nasa_10_f_bs " , UNIT="MIO_NAC" , CO_NCO="CO" , NA_ITEM="BF90 " ,
SECTOR="S14_S15 " , GEO="IT " )
Note: ‘nasa’ stands for ‘financial balance sheets’; ‘MIO NAC’ stands for millions of national currency; ‘CO’ means ‘consolidated’;
‘BF90’ is the item we are downloading, i.e. ‘financial net worth’.
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2) Use and organise household financial assets as a data frame named HNFA:
HNFA<−as . data . frame (HNFA_raw)
3) Download housing investment (dwellings):
dwel_raw = pdfetch_EUROSTAT ( " nama_10_nfa_bs " , UNIT="CP_MNAC" , SECTOR="S14_S15 " , GEO="IT " ,
ASSET10=c ( " N111N " , " N2N " ) )
Note: ‘nama’ stands for ‘balance sheets for non-financial assets’.
4) Use and organise dwellings as a data frame named ‘dwel’:
dwel<−as . data . frame ( dwel_raw )

5) Create the time series for household net worth by summing up its components:
NW_H<−(HNFA_raw [ , "A.MIO_NAC.CO. S14_S15 . LIAB . BF90 . IT " ]
+dwel_raw [ , "A.CP_MNAC. S14_S15 . N111N . IT " ] )
6) Create a ‘csv’ file with household net wealth data:
w r i t e . c s v (NW_H, f i l e = "NW_H. c s v " )
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B

Tables and figures

Table 1: Fine-tuned parameters

Description
Parameter values
Weight on past errors in expectations
υ = 0.000
% of NPBL turning into NFC loans write-oﬀs
ξF = 0.700
% of investment funded by new shares
ψ = 0.010
Interest rate on bank deposits
rD = 0.000
Unit price of shares (starting value)
pV = 1.000
Unit price of T-bonds (starting value)
pB = 1.000
Residual correction mechanism
µ = 0.100

Table 2: Key to symbols

Symbol

Description

Type

HOUSEHOLD SECTOR
AN NH
AN NH
c0
c1
c2
c3
CH
GDPH
N F U N DSH
N LH
TH
WB
YD
αH,F U
αH,P
αH,T
βH
ηi
θH
ιH
1,j

Household net (received) annuities
Household net (received) other property income
Autonomous or shock component of household
consumption
Marginal propensity to consume out of income
Marginal propensity to consume out of wealth
Parameter defining smoothing or inertial
component of household consumption
Household total consumption
Household GDP
Adjustment in household funds
Household net lending
Household net (received) transfers
Household net received wages
Household disposable income
Adjustment in household funds to disposable
income ratio
Other property income received by households as
a % of wages
Transfers received by households as a % of wages
Household GDP to total GDP ratio
Parameters in housing investment function
(i = 1, 2, ..., 5 )
Taxes paid by households as a % of wages
Parameters in received interest function
(j = 0, 1, ..., 7)
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En
En
X
X
X
X
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
X∗
X∗
X∗
X∗
X
X∗
X

ιH
2,j
λH
i,j
1
σH
2
σH
OF IN
σH

τH
υi
ϕi
ωH
ωS

Parameters in interest payment function
(j = 0, 1, ..., 7)
Parameters in household portfolio equations
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 0, 1, 2, 3)
Housing depreciation rate
% of household non-housing investment
Household other financial assets as a % of household
net wealth
Taxes paid by households
Parameters in return rate on equity & shares
function (i = 1, 2)
Parameters in loans-to-households function
(i = 1, 2, 3 )
Wage share to GDPo
Share of wages paid by NPISH to total wages

X
X
X
X
X∗
En
X
X
X∗
X∗

NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS
cIN T
CON SIN T
GDP
GDPF
gK
gn
gP ROD
IN V
N
N F U N DSF
N LF
NP L
P RODL
P ROPF
sF
TF
W BOT HER
Y
YAD
Y DF
Yn
YnK
YnL
αF,F U
αF,O
βF
γR

Intermediate consumption as a share of total output
Intermediate consumption
Total gross domestic product
GDP attributed to NFCs
Growth rate of capital stock
Potential output growth rate
Labour productivity growth rate
Total investment
Number of labour units (employment)
Adjustment in NFC funds
NFC net lending
% Non-performing loans
Product per unit of labour
Other property income received by NFCs
NFC profit retention rate
Transfers received by NFCs
Wage paid by non-productive sectors
Total output
Aggregate demand
NFC disposable income
Potential output
Potential output as a function of capital only
Potential output as a function of labour only
NFC adjustment in funds to profit ratio
NFC other property income to profit ratio
NFC GDP share to total GDP ratio
Sensitivity of growth rate to interest rate on loans
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X∗
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
X∗
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
X∗
X∗
X∗
X

γU
γY
γZ
γΠ
δF
δK
ηF
θF
µi
µK
i
µYi
νH,F
ξB
ξF
ΠF
ΠF U
ρi
F
σOF
IN

τF
τPN ET
υiK
υiL
ψ
ωL
ωO
Ω

Sensitivity of growth rate to utilisation rate
Autonomous component of capital growth rate
Sensitivity of growth rate to free-risk interest rate
Sensitivity of growth rate to profit rate
% of investment attributed to NFCs (to total
investment)
Depreciation rate of capital stock
Extra-growth of NFC deposits compared with GDP
NFC tax rate
Parameters in import function (i = 1, 2, 3)
Parameters in capital deflator
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4)
Parameters in output price level
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4)
NFC produced NFA as a % of net wealh
% of non-performing bank loans
% of NPBL turning into NFC loans write-oﬀs
NFC profit
NFC retained profit
Parameters in labour productivity growth rate
function (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)
NFC other financial assets as a % of net wealth
Taxes paid by NFCs
Total taxes on products net of subsidies
Capital parameters in potential output function
(i = 0, 1, 2)
Labour parameters in potential output function
(i = 0, 1, 2)
% of investment funded by new shares
Labour income share to total income
Other wages to total wages ratio
Non-labour income share to total income

X
X
X
X
X∗
X∗
X∗
X∗
X
X
X
X∗
X∗
X
En
En
X
X∗
En
En
X
X
X∗
X∗
X∗
En

GOVERNMENT SECTOR
CGB
CON SG
DEB G
DEF G
GDPG
GOVREV
GOVSP
IN VG
N LG
N F U N DSG
P ROPG

Capital gains on government bonds
Government spending: final consumption
Government debt to GDP ratio
Government deficit to GDP ratio
GDP attributed to government sector
Government revenues
Government spending
Government investment
Government net lending
Government adjustment in funds
Government other property income
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En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En

TT OT
W BG
C
αG
FU
αG
P
αG
V
αG

βG
ζG
G
ηD
ηLG
θT OT
G
σOF
IN
τT OT
ET
τTNOT
ωG

Total transfers
Wages paid by government
Government consumption as a % to GDP
Government adjustment in funds as a
% to GDP
Government other property income as a
% to GDP
Government equity & shares holdings as a
% to GDP
Government GDP to total GDP ratio
Shock to government spending
Deposits from/to government as a % of net wealth
Loans from/to government as a % of net wealth
TTPNS as a % of total output
Government other financial assets as a % of
net wealth
Total tax revenue
Total taxes on products net of subsidies (TTPNS)
Government wages as a % to GDP

En
En
X∗
X∗
X∗
X∗
X∗
X
X∗
X∗
X∗
X∗
En
En
X∗

BANKS AND FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES
GDPB
IN VB
N F U N DSB
N LB
P ROPB
sB
TB
W BB
FU
αB
IN V
αB
P
αB
T
αB
βB
θB
λB
i,j

νH,B
ΠB
B
σOF
IN

GDP attributed to financial sector
Productive investment attributed to financial sector
Financial sector adjustment in funds
Financial sector net lending
Financial sector other property income
Financial sector profit retention rate
Transfers received by financial sector
Wages paid by financial sector
Financial sector adjustment in funds as a %
of profit
Financial sector investment to total investment
Financial sector property income as a %
of profit
Financial sector transfers as a % of profit
Financial sector GDP to total GDP ratio
Tax rate on financial sector profit
Parameters in financial sector portfolio equations
(i = 1, 2 and j = 0, 1, 2, 3)
Financial sector produced NFA as a % of
net wealth
Financial sector profit
Other financial assets held by financial sector as
a residual % of net wealth
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En
En
En
En
En
X∗
En
En
X∗
X∗
X∗
X∗
En
X∗
X
X∗
En
X∗

τB
ωB

Taxes paid by financial sector
Financial sector wages as a % of GDP

En
X∗

FOREIGN SECTOR
EXP
GDPRoW
IM P
N LRoW
TRoW
T
αRoW
θRoW
µi
µX
i
τRoW
ΦiD
ΦiL
ΦiRoW

Export value
Residual GDP attributed to foreign sector
Import value
Foreign sector net lending
Transfers attributed to foreign sector
Transfers attributed to foreign sector as a % of GDP
Taxes attributed to foreign sector as a % of GDP
Parameters in import function (i = 1, 2, 3)
Parameters in export function (i = 1, 2, ..., 4)
Taxes attributed to foreign sector
Parameters in foreign sector deposits function
(i = 1, 2, ..., 6)
Parameters in foreign sector loans function
(i = 1, 2, ..., 6)
Parameters in foreign sector securities function

En
En
En
En
En
En
En
X
X
En
X
X

ASSETS & LIABILITIES
BB
BF
BF,B
BF,H
BF,RoW
bG
BG
BG,B
BG,F
BG,H
BG,RoW
BH
BRoW
BOT
DB
DF
DH
DG
DRoW
HOU SEB
HOU SEF
HOU SEH

Stock of securities held by financial sector
Net stock of securities issued by NFCs
Stock of NFC securities held by financial sector
Stock of NFC securities held by households
Stock of NFC securities held by foreign sector
Real supply of government bonds
Total (demanded) stock of government bonds
Stock of government bonds held by financial sector
Stock of government bonds held by NFCs
Stock of government bonds held by households
Stock of government bonds held by foreign sector
Stock of securities held by households
Stock of securities held by foreign sector
Nominal supply of government bills (BOT)
Total stock of bank deposits
Stock of deposits & cash held by NFCs
Stock of deposits & cash held by households
Net stock of deposits & cash held by government
Net stock of deposits & cash held by foreign sector
Financial sector produced non-financial assets
NFC produced non-financial assets
Housing stock (dwellings)
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En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En

K
LB
LF
LH
LG
LRoW
N F WB
N F WF
N F WH
N WB
N WF
N WH
N WG
OF INB
OF INF
OF INH
OF ING
vF
VB
VBP U R
VBISS
VB,G
VB,H
VF
VF,B
VF,G
VF,H
VH
VG
VRoW
P UR
VRoW

VRoW,B
VRoW,G
VRoW,H
VT OT

Total stock of capital
Total stock of bank loans
Bank loans obtained by NFCs
Bank loans (mortgages) to households
Net loans to/from government
Net loans to/from foreign sector
Financial sector net financial wealth
NFC net financial wealth
Household net financial wealth
Financial sector net wealth (or worth)
NFC net wealth (or worth)
Household net wealth (or worth)
Government net wealth (or worth)
Net stock of other financial assets held by financial
sector
Net stock of other financial assets held by NFCs
Net stock of other financial assets held by households
Net stock of other financial assets held by government
Real volume of NFC equity to fund investment
Net total equity & shares issued/held by financial sector
Gross equity & shares purchased by financial sector
Gross equity & shares issued by financial sector
Financial sector equity & shares held by households
Financial sector equity & shares held by government
Total equity & shares issued by NFCs
NFC equity held by financial sector
NFC equity held by government
NFC equity held by households
Stock of equity & shares held by households
Stock of equity & shares held by government
Net stock of equity & shares issued by foreign
sector
Gross stock of equity & shares purchased by foreign
sector
Foreign sector equity & shares held by financial
sector
Foreign sector equity & shares held by households
Foreign sector equity & shares held by government
Total stock of equity & shares

En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En

DIVIDENDS & INTEREST PAYMENTS
DIVB
DIVBP AID
DIVBRECV
DIVB,G

Net dividends received by financial sector
Gross dividends paid by financial sector
Gross dividends received by financial sector
Financial sector dividends paid to government
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En
En
En
En

DIVB,H
DIVB,RoW
DIVF
DIVF,B
DIVF,G
DIVF,H
DIVF,RoW
DIVG
DIVH
P AID
DIVRoW
RECV
DIVRoW
DIVRoW,B
DIVRoW,G
DIVRoW,H
DIVT OT
IN TB
IN TBRES
IN TF
IN TF,B
IN TF,H
IN TF,RoW
IN TFRES
IN TG
IN TG,B
IN TG,H
IN TG,RoW
IN TGRES
IN TH
IN THP AID
IN THRECV
IN TRoW

Financial sector dividends paid to households
Financial sector dividends paid to foreign sector
Net dividends paid by NFC
NFC dividends paid financial sector
NFC dividends paid to government
NFC dividends paid to households
NFC dividends paid to foreign sector
Net dividends received by government
Household net (received) dividends
Gross dividends paid by foreign sector
Gross dividends paid by foreign sector
Foreign sector dividends paid to financial sector
Foreign sector dividends paid to government
Foreign sector dividends paid to households
Total dividends paid in the economy
Net interests received by financial sector
Residual component in financial sector interest
payments
Net interest payments made by NFCs
Interests paid by NFCs to financial sector
Interests paid by NFCs to households
Interests paid by NFCs to foreign sector
Residual interest payments attributed to NFCs
Net interest payments made by government
Interests paid by government to financial sector
Interests paid by government to households
Interests paid by government to foreign sector
Residual component in interest payments made
by government
Household net (received) interests
Interest payments made by households
Interest income received by households
Foreign sector net interest income

En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
X∗
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
En
X∗
En
En
En
En

CROSS-SECTOR PAYMENT COEFFICIENTS
ϵB
ϵG
ϵRoW
ιF
δBDIV
δFDIV
DIV
δRoW
ρF
ρGF
χB

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

accounting dividends received by financial sector
accounting dividends received by government
accounting dividends received by foreign sector
NFC interest payments to total interest payments
total dividends paid by financial sector
total dividends paid by NFCs
total dividends paid by foreign sector
NFC securities to total securities
government bonds held by NFCs
financial sector equity to total equity
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X∗
X∗
X∗
X∗
X∗
X∗
X∗
X∗
X∗
X∗

χF

X∗

% of NFC equity to total equity

CENTRAL BANK STANCE AND INTEREST RATES
N ER
rBA
rD
rECB
rH
rL,F
rV
rZ
SP READA
µA

Nominal exchange rate
Average return rate on (government) securities
Interest rate on bank deposits
Policy rate set by the ECB
Return rate on other property income
Interest rate on bank loans to NFCs
Return rate on equity & shares (excluding dividends)
Risk-free interest rate (10-year German bonds)
Spread between Italian and German bond yields
Mark-up of Italian bond rate over German bond rate

X
X
X
X
En
En
En
X
X∗
En

PRICES
pB
pK
pV
pY

Unit price of government bonds
Capital deflator
Equity & shares price index
Output price level (GDP deflator)

Note: En = endogenous variable; X = exogenous variable or parameter;
moving average.
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En
En
En
En

∗

= calculated as a

Figure 1: The full TFM (Italy, 2015, current prices, million euro) - Excel sheet
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Note:

∗

D43 + D44 + D45;

∗∗

Government = D61 − D62, Households = D61 + D62;

∗∗∗

RoW = −S1.D21 + S2.D2.

Figure 2: The simplified TFM (Italy, 2015, current prices, million euro) - Excel sheet
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Figure 3: The super-simplified TFM (Italy, 2015, current prices, million euro) - Excel sheet
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Figure 4: Sectoral balance sheets (Italy, 2015, current prices, million euro) - Excel sheet
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Note: foreign sector not included.

Figure 5: ESSFC position along Pagan’s ‘best practice’ frontier of models

Figure 6: Programs’ structure
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Figure 7: Eﬀect of correction mechanism on model fit

Figure 8: Cross-sector financial balances since 1996 (forecast after 2016)
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Figure 9: ESSFC reaction following shocks to government spending

Figure 10: ESSFC reaction following shocks to government spending (cont’d)
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